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Food & Fun

 Resort Stays in Orlando, Hilton Head, Branson, 
 Daytona Beach! And Cruises Available!!

  206-420-9967

 $ 299 $ 299 $ 299
 Packages Starting 
 as Low as

 Vacations Your Way
 Specializing in Affordable Vacation Packages

              Book Now!!  All Dates Open!!

 up to 6 travelers

 7 days a week
 (9am-9pm EST)

Entertainment & TravelParty Supplies & Rentals

RENT 1 moonwalk, 2 tables, 12
chairs, Sno-Cone machine, mist-
ing fan. $175. (512)971-2664. INDI-
VIDUAL

RENT A movie screen and get a
free popcorn machine rental!
$200. (512)971-2664. INDIVIDUAL

RENT A dunk tank for birthday
party use, etc! $150. (512)971-
2664. INDIVIDUAL

RENTAL OF kid’s trains! Great for
bBirthday parties, $225. (512)971-
2664. INDIVIDUAL

The Train Quest.
For all your party rental needs!
(512)971-2664.  

WE HAVE choo choo trains: Kid’s
birthday parties, for rental use!
$200. (512)971-2664. INDIVIDUAL

Except for us:

It’s easy. 

Nobody said 

it was going 

to be easy.

Get listed at
TheGreensheet.com
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 Dr. Frank Charles Laubach 
 developed the “Each One 
 Teach One” literacy 
 program, which has been 
 used to teach about 60 
 million people to read in 
 their own language.

 Hooked on Phonics 
 Learn to Read product 
 was released by 
 Gateway Educational 
 Products in 1987

 According to the Guiness 
 Book of World Records, the 
 daily circulation of the Soviet 
 newspaper  Trud  exceeded 
 21,500,000 in 1990.

 In 1623, John Heminges 
 and Henry Codell 
 published the First Folio, 
 a collected edition of 
 Shakespeare’s plays.

 Harry Potter and 
 the Deathly 
 Hallows had a 
 record breaking 
 12 million copies 
 for the first print 
 run in the United 
 States alone.

 The popularity of Charles Dickens’ 
 novels and short stories has never 
 gone out of print.

 April 24, 1704 - Boston 
 News-Letter is America’s 
 first continuously 
 published newspaper.

Singles

Singles

 Shining A Spotlight 
 On Homeless Pets

 Actor Josh Duhamel is producing 

 a new Web series that follows 

 homeless dogs and puppies as 

 they travel hundreds of miles for a 

 better chance of being adopted. 

 (NAPS)—One film star is 
 stepping out of  the spotlight 
 to shine a light on homeless 
 pets. It turns out that Josh 
 Duhamel, an actor known 
 for numerous action films, 
 has a serious soft spot 
 when it comes to pet 
 adoption. 
   Rescuing a dachshund, 
 Meatloaf, several years ago 
 inspired Duhamel and his 
 production company, 
 Dakotakid Media, to join 
 forces with the country’s 
 leading funder of  animal 
 welfare efforts, PetSmart 
 Charities, to create a Web 
 series in support of  the 
 nonprofit’s Rescue Waggin’ 
 program.

 As executive producer of  
 the eight-episode Web 
 series “Rescue Waggin’: 
 Tales from the Road,” 
 Duhamel and his team 
 follow homeless dogs and 
 puppies as they travel 
 hundreds, even thousands 
 of  miles for a better chance 
 of  being adopted. The Web 
 series includes cameos 
 from a cache of  celebrity 
 pet adoption advocates 
 including Kristen Bell, Adam 
 Shankman and Bret 
 Michaels. 

 “Thousands of  dogs are 
 euthanized in shelters every 
 day because the adoption 
 demand does not meet the 
 supply of  pets,” said 
 Duhamel. “When I saw what 
 PetSmart Charities was 
 doing, loading pets into 
 vans and transporting them 
 to shelters where they have 
 a better chance of  being 
 adopted, I wanted to tell the 
 story of  this lifesaving 
 program.”

 “Rescue Waggin’: Tales 
 from the Road” puts viewers 
 in the passenger’s seat of  
 the Rescue Waggin’ vehicle 
 to experience the shelter 
 pet transport process from 
 start to finish. 
 The Web series chronicles 

 the real stories of  dogs and 
 puppies from communities 
 with more pets than 
 adopters to communities 
 where adoptable pets are 
 in demand. 

 Rescue Waggin’ vehicles 
 travel up to 3,000 miles a 
 week giving hopeless pets 
 a new “leash” on life. When 
 one of  the dogs is settled 
 into his new shelter, he is 
 usually adopted within 
 three to seven days. 
 PetSmart Charities 
 estimates the Rescue 
 Waggin’ program has 
 saved more than 70,000 
 dogs and puppies since 
 2004. 

 “I actually bought my first 
 dog, Zoe, and I got some 
 criticism from family and 
 friends over it. So when it 
 came time to find her a 
 companion, we realized 
 that adoption was the only 
 way to go. Adopted dogs 
 and cats make incredible 
 pets,” said Duhamel.

 Many dogs, such as 
 Meatloaf, are finding homes 
 thanks to Pet-Smart 
 Charities and the Rescue 
 Waggin’ program. To see 
 Duhamel and the star-
 studded cast in the Web 
 series “Rescue Waggin’: 
 Tales from the Road,” visit 
 www.rescuewaggin.org.

 She found
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